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Snippets… 

• 16th October is the date you all need to put in your diaries.  That is CompassSport Cup Final day, with the event   

being held in Devilla (between Stirling and Dunfermline).  Big thanks to Heather Heppenstall (our Club Captain) for 

marshalling the troops - hopefully we can be even stronger for the finals!! 

• Charlotte Somers-Cocks and Carol McNeill both finished 2nd in their respective classes at the British Middle Champs. 

• A fantastic weekend of orienteering was held in the Duddon Valley.  A Sprint and a Middle race on the Saturday and a 

Classic distance for Sunday.  The weather was perfect, with lovely Spring sunshine and barely a breath of wind.  

Thanks to the main team of Nick Howlett and Derek Allison for planning, Gill Browne and Steve Fellbaum for organis-

ing and Jerry Purkis and Andy Robinson for ontrolling, plus everyone else who helped in whatever role.  Also thanks to 

Martin Bagness for organising and planning the Sprint race on a brand new area - Ash Bank.  Apparently there were a 

lot of boulders and a ‘funny’ scale to deal with… 

• Spring events start on 6th April at The Helm, Oxenholme.  

Full details on the LOC website. 

• Carol McNeill was winning again at the British Champs W75, 

and Christine Robinson was 1st in W65S.  Laura Brown  

continued her good form with a 2nd place in W18.  The W60 

team of Carol McNeill, Charlotte Somers-Cocks and      

Christine Robinson were on top of the podium too… 

(pictured) 

• There will be a Controller’s Course for all budding Level C 

Controllers out there.  It will be run by Derek Allison at Great 

Tower Scout Activity Centre on 7th May, and all funding for 

the course is picked up by NWOA. 

• There are currently some Ladies only coaching sessions go-

ing on organsied by Claire Heppenstall.  If you know anyone 

who you think may be interested just drop her an email and see where the next session is…  heppenstallclaire232  

‘at’  gmail.com 

 

 

 

 

New/Rejoining club members… 

We'd like to say a big Welcome to everyone who has recently joined (or rejoined) LOC 

I know many of you were at the Duddon weekend.  We hope you enjoyed the races and hope to see you at more events 
soon. 

John and Sally Soady who have relocated from Derbyshire 

Jane and Matti Ligema, Coniston (rejoining) 

Denya Hirst , Kendal 

Tom Fitter, Oxen Park 

Chris Plumpton, Lindale 

Julie Gardner, Kendal 

Karen Saunders, Heysham 

Anna Lister, Foxfield (rejoining) 

Eleanor, Michael, Jamie and Sam Osbourne, Bowness 



BIG NEWS!!!! 

The long-awaited history book of LOC is almost 
ready…  120+ pages of pictures, stories, facts 
and statistics for hours of bedtime reading.  A 

proof copy has been produced and will be  
available to look at the Spring events (and 

Loughrigg).  Hopefully you will think it’s worth 
the wait.  If you would like a copy please send 

an email to lakesponyboy@gmail.com 

Cost to be finalised, but around £15-18 

   

LOC 50(2
nd

) BIRTHDAY PARTY 

THE MUCH DELAYED PARTY WILL BE TAKING PLACE ON 

 FRIDAY 1
ST

 JULY FROM 18.30 AT KENDAL RUGBY CLUB. 

WE WILL START WITH DINNER AT 19.00 AND THEN A CEILIDH PROVIDED BY THE FANTASTIC 

CEILIDH BAND “STRIDING EDGE”. 

PLUS COMPETITIONS AND QUIZ 

MORE DETAILS TO FOLLOW SOON 

 

SAVE THE DATE! 

LOC Retro event 

Part of our 50th birthday celebra2ons was going to have been a full-scale old-school orienteering 

event, complete with (some) map correc2ons, pin-punches, master maps, red pens and DIY      

results.  Due to Covid restric2ons and advice of 

keeping your distance from others, this didn’t    

happen - un2l now. 

Birkrigg is going to be the venue, and this is part of 

the map you will be using!  Planning will be on the 

‘easy’ side to allow for the different mapping style 

(and accuracy!), and we will have a full range of 

Colour-Coded courses - Yellow, Orange, Red, Light 

Green, Green, Blue and Brown. (I’ll add in a ‘new’ 

Short Green course too).  As a special treat the Blue and Brown both have 2nd maps!!! 

Date is 12th June, and will be Entry-on-Day.  Parking by the X-Roads at GR 280747.  Don’t forget 

your red pen!!!  Event will be suitable for both ‘old’ (a trip down memory lane) and ‘new’ (this is 

what it was like in the old days) members... 



Compass Sport Cup Heat 2022 - Hawse End 

 

A big thank you to all the club members who turned out for this year’s Compass Sport Cup heat on a decidedly wet day up at 

Hawse End. 

 

We had around 70 club members turn out and compete on all the courses, ranging from 6 of our youngest juniors competing 

on Orange up to 10 of our most experienced members competing on the very short green, and everything in-between! 

The weather was definitely damp with persistent rain throughout the event, although this didn’t dampen people’s enthusiasm 

and some excellent runs were had by many. 

The courses were well planned, making good use of the different parts of the area. 

I ran the Blue Women’s course early on (parental split starts always making for a long day, especially in the wet weather) and 

set off into a very marshy start but picking out the features for the first few controls I got off to a fairly good start.  I got 

dragged to the left slightly on my way to number 5 but was able to quickly correct and not lose too much time.  I was enjoying 

the running and trying to focus on running hard where the terrain/navigation would let me.  After crossing into the northern 

part of the area we had a steep slog up a bland hillside, and not being renowned for following my compass very well I was 

sure to make sure I was checking left and right for the control as I got closer to the circle.  Spot on and I was glad to be up 

the hill and able to run again.  Heading to 16 I didn’t check my control description and was incorrectly looking for a crag, 

found the crag I was looking for but no control, went away and found the crag to the couth of mine with a control on it.  Start-

ed to punch and realised it wasn’t mine, wandered around for a bit and then looked at my descriptions to discover the control 

was on a spur and not the crag.  It was still not quite where I was expecting it to be but nonetheless, I managed to find it once 

I checked my descriptions (note to self – remember to check descriptions!). What felt like an age looking for the control was 

only about 90 seconds as it turns out. After that I pushed hard across the easy running on the next couple of legs.  I was 

pleased to hit 21 as I could have easily missed it, but making sure I was coming round the hillside at the right height and 

checking off the features on the way allowed me to drop straight into it.  From there some more hard running to get to the last 

section and then keep going to the end.  Back to the finish and straight in to parenting duties – namely buying cake for the 

small ones and then playing endless football with the oldest small one (if anyone ever wants to play football James will     

ALWAYS oblige!). 

Course winners (and scoring maximum points for the club) on the day were: 

Jack Wright on Brown Men 

Heather Heppenstall on Blue Women 

Karen Heppenstall on Green Women 

Lindsey Bayles on Vets Short Green 

Janet Nash on Super Vet Short Green 

Peter Scott on Junior Men (Green) 

Laura Brown on Junior Women (Green) 

They were backed up by many other excellent results, ensuring that LOC came away with the win on the day, beating 

WCOC in to second place by just 4 points! 

By Heather Heppenstall - (club captain) 

Next newsletter… 

Should be out end of April/very early May.  Deadline for submissions is 24th April…  Would be great if some of you can get 

some pictures from the various events coming up to go with the articles/paragraphs you are going to write…  



Lakeland Orienteering Club Championships 2021 in 2022  -  Matt Rooke 

I was surprised to learn after finishing the 2020 Club Champs at Dale Park in Grizedale that I was first senior back. It’s al-

ways nice to win a trophy and I was happy to follow tradition and take on organising/planning the 2021 Champs.   

Haverthwaite Heights was the selected venue and with much of 2020 spent in lockdown I started serious planning in the Au-

tumn and picked the parking and forest access for each event. Different locations meant I could make the courses appear 

different across the two events without many unique controls. Initially only the Lake District National Park Authority section of 

the woods was available which I thought was a bit constraining so after a site visit to agree crossing points and areas of bil-

berry to avoid, permission was gained to use a small privately owned section to the north. This section was more runnable 

with small clearings and marshes, scattered trees, and heather.  

I got on the area a couple of times during Christmas 2020. All control sites checked, all courses reviewed by the controllers. 

Then in January 2021 we entered Tier 4 and all events were off and the decision was made to delay it till 2022.  

November 2021 brought Storm Arwen so I went out over Christmas to check the courses again. The slope down to the rail-

way was covered in fallen trees and pretty dangerous in places. There were also a couple of trees across a major path used 

by the Yellow. I replanned to avoid the dangerous area and intended to tape a path round the trees for the Yellow. The trees 

were settled and the public had already trod a good trail around them. I then decided to email the LDNPA just to check they 

didn’t have plans to clear any trees ahead of, or during, the event. Perhaps coincidentally, the LDNPA seemed to discover in 

January 2022 that a storm that happened in November had caused some damage! Four days before the night event I was 

told a much larger area of woodland was closed including most of the paths I was using for the Yellow. More re-planning! 

With only three days to finalise things I didn’t want any new control sites that I wouldn’t have time to check and after a few 

evenings of franticly working PurplePen I had some courses I was happy with. Thanks very much to my controllers Dick 

Towler and Sheila Hobson for reviewing and responding very quickly, and timekeepers Dave Walton and Ali Hooper and 

printer Iain Smith-Ward for their patience and receiving all the files very last minute.  

With pretty much all the open hill closed I struggled to get you back to the Champs finish. Sorry about the little holly trees at 

the penultimate control! The Yellow and Light Green had proved the most difficult to plan and Sheila’s guidance was very 

helpful to meet the guidelines. The Yellow actually ended up improved by the late changes (it was going over the top of the 

hill) but the Light Green was a bit compromised and the Orange was lacking in many TD3 legs. Although I had checked all 

the control sites I hadn’t checked the approaches on the new courses. When hanging the controls I realised I’d sent the Yel-

low and Orange along a large crag. A bit of hazard tape was deployed and also used tape to help mark a very indistinct path. 

The very easy start to the Blue and Short Green (control on the Yellow) just helped me split up the technical courses early 

on. 

The night event was originally selected to be part of the UK Elite League which made me settle on a middle distance style 

and aim for an elite winning time of 35 minutes which I hoped would meet the NWNL guideline I received of “about 50 

minutes for an M50”. It wasn’t part of the league for 2022 and there we no super elites but an M40 did 49 minutes so that will 

do. 

For the Champs the Blue winning time was about what I expected but the Green competitors were out a while. The Blue (4.3 

km) and Green (3.8 km) were shortened as a result of the replanning. Maybe I should have reduced the Green a bit more but 

I wanted the longer courses to take in the various terrain styles, and in my defence at the 2002 Club Champs on Haverth-

waite Heights the Green was 4.0 km and won by me as an M16 in 52 minutes [http://loc.la8-consulting.co.uk/results/

cchamp2002.htm]. This does lead me onto an observation that there was a lack of juniors with only one 18 and no 16s or 

20s. Hopefully our new development strategy and schools starting to organise trips to events again will help build that part of 

our club. 

I hope everyone enjoyed their runs, even if they were out 

a long time. It was a busy weekend for me but good to 

see it all come together in the end. After 4.5 hours of con-

trol hanging on Saturday I was grateful for help from Carol 

McNeil, Rebekah Beadle and Becca with the control col-

lecting. Thanks also to Gill Browne for securing a good 

base for the event at Leven Valley School. We couldn’t 

have the social but at least we had an assembly area. 

Well done Heather Heppenstall and Sam Osborne, the 

2022 Club Champions. 

 

Rob Browne (then LOC Chair) presenting Matt with the 

Club Champs Trophy back in 2020 



DELIGHTFUL DUDDON 2 DAYS 

LOC was blessed with fantastic spring weather for the Duddon Weekend (19-20 March) which showcased the area at its 

best. Who says it always rains in the Lake District? Or that the parking fields are always soggy? The weekend attracted com-

petitors from as far afield as Scotland and Bristol. 

The Event Centre for the weekend was the parish hall at Seathwaite with parking right behind the Newfield Inn.  Very handy. 

We kicked off on the Saturday with a Middle Distance Race in ‘Mesopotamia’ which was organised by Duddon Valley resident 

Gill Browne. Nick Howlett planned some excellent courses with Jerry Purkis controlling.  

Jerry’s comments: 

‘When I was first offered the controlling role at Mesopotamia, I thought of the rivers Tigris and Euphrates and Babylon.  These 

actually have a striking similarity in shape to the River Duddon and Tarn Beck and the village of Seathwaite in the Duddon 

Valley.  They surround Hollin House Tongue, with steep deciduous woods on the sides, topped by open fell.  The terrain 

through the woods with many boulders , and across the open fell, with the  tussocky grass and low level bracken, is tough 

going, and together with some steep climbs, would mean shortening 

the courses to get winning times close to those expected for middle 

distance.  Good detailed mapping from Martin Bagness and good 

planning from Nick Howlett allowed this to     happen.’ 

There were several top 5 LOC results: Tom Fitter 1
st
 and Jamie    

Osborne 2
nd

 on Yellow.  Matt Rooke 2
nd

 and Heather Heppenstall 5
th
 

on Long. 

If you needed a further fix of Orienteering then there was a bonus 

Sprint Race at Ash Bank a short walk further up the valley. This was 

on a bouldery slope, newly mapped by Martin Bagness (WAROC) at 

a scale of 1:2,000. Martin also planned the courses. 

The courses were tricky; some folk whizzed round , others took a 

little longer. Control 1 seemed to cause some bother. 

Top LOC performances: Harry Scott 2
nd

 and Matt Rooke 3
rd

 on Long.  Sam Osborne 1
st
 on Short. 

Sunday’s race venue was Caw; the map has been recently extended by 

Martin Bagness to include the intake area below the fell wall. The day was 

organised by Steve Fellbaum who has joined LOC from MDOC. The plan-

ner was Derek Allison with Andy Robinson controlling.  Planning on the 

slopes of a mountain is always hard work; Derek covered 13.9km with 

over 700m climb before 9.30 on Sunday while ‘waking up’ the controls. 

Two starts were needed; shorter courses from the lower White Start , 

longer courses from the Red Start high on the flanks of Caw. This was ‘A 

Start with a View’; a panoramic vista of many of the Central Fells.  It was 

great working up there on Sunday as the weather was kind. 

I enjoyed my course (Green) a lot; there were interesting legs with route 

choice in the contour rich areas around Caw then careful compass work 

was needed for the legs on the lower slopes which are dotted with small 

crags and boulders.  

Top five LOC results: 

Nicholas Barber 4
th
 on Brown, Heather Heppenstall 4

th
 on Blue, 

Jo Cleary 4
th
 on Green, Matti Ligema 1

st
 on Short Green, Stan 

Johnston 3
rd

 on Very Short Green, Sam Osborne 3
rd

 Light 

Green, James Heppenstall 1
st
 and Lucie Heppenstall 2

nd
 on Yel-

low. 

Many thanks, for a very enjoyable weekend of orienteering, to 
all the organisers, planners and controllers and to Louise Dunn 
for co-ordinating and Martin Bagness for mapping. 

By Judy Burge 

 

From top:  Cliff Etherdon, Lindsey Bayles and Norman French 



British Middle Championships – Rushmere Country Park 

 

Having been at university in the Midlands back when I was an occasional orienteer, this was not an area I had been to previ-
ously. I had done quite a few cross country races in nearby Ampthill so was knew the hills of this Greensand terrain.  

 

I decided to make a weekend of it and foolishly (in hindsight) entered the Saturday warm up race at Salcey Forest. I should 
have looked for a previous map on RouteGadget to have gained the full picture of a flat area with large areas of green all 
with a hatching of drainage ditches. Anyway suffice to say I did treat this as a warm up, practiced my compass work and pac-
ing and generally floundered around in the general vicinity of controls, most of which were in the correct place. 

 

The British Middles was organised by WAOC but I had not man-
aged to find a previous map of Rushmere which was because it 
was actually a South Midlands club map. The fairly small area 
consisted of a mix of plantation, native woods with some open 
semi heathland and intersected by a couple of valleys. The water 
in the valleys and some out of bounds areas constricted the 
courses into crossing corridors but our course was interesting 
enough with plenty of changes in direction. 

 

The start took us out onto a semi open ridge with knolls, earth 
features and a scattering of green from rhododendrons. The start 
triangle was located on a path but with a late start it was slightly 
confusing to see an equally large but unmapped path heading up 
the main spur onto the ridge. This path started to split as runners 
headed to their respective first control. Compass and pacing and 
I hit the first control cleanly if not very fast. The second control 
was straightforward in that you could see the feature, a strip of 
rhododendrons, from quite a distance. The third was on a spur, 
behind some patches of green but I was lucky to pick the right 
line through and hit it cleanly.  

 

The next 3 controls took us though one of the corridors and were all on paths. Number 6 proved to be a controversial control. 
In my mind I was going to the second path crossroads, so I crossed one junction and at the second one there was a control 
but it was the wrong code. What had happened is that I had failed to see a first crossroads on the map as it ran alongside 
some dark green and went under some red out of bounds over print. I stood for a moment staring at the map before I spotted 
that there were actually three crossroads. I needed to continue on about 30 meters to a third one and there was my control 
tucked behind a tree. One male runner who mispunched at these junctions got successfully reinstated into 3

rd
 place as the 

controls were on identical features too close together. The wrong control was for the white course and you could see it as 
you approached whilst the correct control was for the technical courses and not visible until you were at that third junction.  

 

The next few controls went well and I hit them all cleanly. At number 
13 I seemed to get caught up in some brambles so clearly not the best 
final approach into the gully. Leaving control 16 I could see Chris R 
ahead of me as she was on my line into 17. Knowing she was on the 
same course it was reassuring as she is normally very accurate. We 

bashed through the 
green plantation togeth-
er before the final run. I 
was pleased to finish in 
second place just 35 
seconds down on Jane 
Morgan, SOC and just 
over a minute and a 
half ahead of Alison 
Harding, HH in third. 
Jane is a former British 
Team runner and we 
will soon be welcoming 
her to LOC when she 
moves to Kendal in the 
summer! 

By Charlotte Somers-

Cocks 



 

 Upcoming Fixtures.... 

Full details on all events are on 

the LOC website 

Wednesday 6th April 2022 

The Helm - Spring Series event 1 (of 5) 

A lovely little area just above Oxenholme station, and a great way to kick off our Spring Series.  Courses available for all 

abilities, and there will be some entry on the day, but it’s better if you pre-enter!   

 

Wednesday 13th April 2022 

TBA - Warrior Battleaxe event 1 (of 3) 

Within 10 minutes of Bowness - venue to be decided (very) soon.  A slightly different format this year, with three events 

only (one each month), and all three counting to the overall score.  ‘Proper’ linear courses this year, NOT Score, and a 

Long, Short and Yellow option available.  Keep looking at the website for further information. 

 

Saturday 22nd April 2022 

Blake Holme, Newby Bridge - Middle distance event (run by SROC) 

A top quality area not used for a number of years…  full details and entry information on the SROC website.  

 

Sunday 23rd April 2022 

Loughrigg Fell, Ambleside - Cumbrian Galoppen event 

A full range of courses available, and part of the SROC/LOC weekend.  Early enough in the year so the bracken won’t 

have started it’s growth spurt, but the prospect of some spring sunshine and stunning views, this event should be on your 

list of events to go to… 

 

Wednesday 27th April 2022 

Skelghyll Woods and Wansfell - Spring Series event 2 (of 5) 

Top quality area, with a wonderful mix of steep technical woodland and some open fell.  Courses available for all abilities, 

and there will be some entry on the day, but it’s better if you pre-enter!  

 

Wednesday 4th May 2022 

Boo Tarn (Walna Scar) - Spring Series event 3 (of 5) 

No doubts here - it’s open and runnable!  Except for the really steep rocky bits!  But it’s before the bracken has started 

growing, and on a nice day the views are magnificent.  Courses available for all abilities, and there will be some entry on 

the day, but it’s better if you pre-enter!   

www.lakeland-orienteering.org.uk 

WCOC Evening Events 

Quick reminder that our Cumbrian neighbours have an evening event every week... All the details of where are when are 

on… www.wcoc.co.uk   There are some really cracking areas they go to, and all very friendly and informal. 

Also… don’t forget SROC have regular events throughout the year  -  www.sroc.org 

Next Club Meeting… 

Will be held on Tuesday 10th May - via Zoom.  

Meetings are open to ALL club members, and 

it would be marvellous to see members old and 

new at it.  A code should be sent to everyone on 

the Googlegroup... 


